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MEET OUR HERO:

Energy Captain has a singular weak-
ness—paper. But thanks to his  Elec-
trono Mitts, he never has to worry. 
They transform pulpy matter into 
electron particles that he can whiz 
through the airwaves, transforming 
paper kryptonite
into electro-might! 

DATA-DENSITY
SPECS

DATA-DENSITY
SPECS

Energy Captain needs to see through the
densest data. That’s why he dons his powerful 

Data-Density Specs. They enable him to pene-
trate the murkiest information. By setting 
his gaze to molecular, Energy Captain can 

peer through any organizational
obstacle and find a solution—fast!

CHARGE-DEFLECTING
BODY ARMOR

FUTURE-WARP
TIME BENDER

FUTURE-WARP
TIME BENDER

Every superhero knows that the easiest 
way to solve a problem is to avoid it 
altogether. Energy Captain’s Future 

Warp technology gives him the ability to 
view the future, then alter the

energy-time continuum and save the day 
before it falls apart!

ANTI-ORBIT
BOOTS
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TEAM ALERT BEACON

it’s a Good
thing I have my

Get ‘Er Done
Easy Gun!!!

GET ‘ER DONE EASY GUNGET ‘ER DONE EASY GUN
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ULTRASTRENGTH
EXOMUSCLES
ULTRASTRENGTH
EXOMUSCLES

He’s defender of the energy budget, an enemy of waste, and protector of

the bottom line! Energy Captain fights full time to keep energy use in check, and 

in his tireless pursuit of energy efficiency, he saves his company a financial 

bundle. Using super skills and an awesome technological arsenal, Energy Captain 

is able to turn any crisis into green savings—financial and environmental.

REad the case study: http://info.energycap.com/energy-captain 

When Energy Captain is
battling the mischievous 
Invoice Minions from the 
realm of Balance Due, he 

needs a weapon he can trust. 
With his Get ‘Er Done Easy 

Gun, he simply aims, blasts, 
and takes no prisoners, 

eliminating scores of foes 
with a single pull

of the trigger!

UltraStrength ExoMuscles 
give Energy Captain the 
power of ten men! When the Energy League
needs to stop a building from sinking into 
waste-sand, they can call one person instead 
of an army. Energy Captain’s ultra-strength 
helps him restore at-risk buildings to new 
levels of performance excellence.

AUDIT
UTILITY BELT

AUDIT
UTILITY BELT

When those ewogs are 
swarming, Energy Cap-
tain’s Audit Utility Belt 
is just the right tool 

to help him escape. With 
the confidence of a Jedi 

and the deftness of a 
surgeon, he

suffers not even a 
scratch from his foes.

Lotsabills
Energy Captain
371 Super Drive
USA

Energy Captain
371 Super Drive
USA

For non-emergencies or questions about rates and services, call us at 555-555-2937
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TEAM ALERT BEACON
Energy Captain has an array of super friends 

that help him enforce energy efficiency across 

the galaxy! With the simple push of a button, his 

beacon fills the night sky, alerting his team with 

an easy-to-see message. Energy Captain’s team 

springs into action to fight waste at every turn.

Energy Captain is constantly taking fire 
from his ewog nemesis, Masquerade! Mas-

querade’s impostor-darts stick to unsuspect-
ing hosts, sapping needed resources and sup-

plies. That’s why Energy Captain wears a spe-
cially designed suit that deflects the sticki-
est projectiles, careening them to-
wards a more suitable target.

SLICK SPEEDSLICK SPEED
Energy Captain has his share of tools, but he also has 
the ability to zip around the planet like he’s sliding 
on ice. Moving at speeds that astonish his 
friends and astound his foes, he 
can show up at any place, 
any time, effortlessly 
gliding in and out 
of danger!

Energy Captain’s space-based super-hideout 
is super-sweet with floor-to-ceiling 
monitors, twinkling display lights, sensors, 
and energy gizmos. when he needs to “break 
orbit” to effectively defend the forces of 
energy management, his anti-orbit boots 
keep him mobile and agile.

CHARGE-DEFLECTING
BODY ARMOR
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